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T E C H  T A L K

By George Winton, P.E.

VERTICAL compression tube benders

have been around for more than 50 years

(see Figure 1). Historically associated with

high-volume bending, these benders con-

tinue to play a role in production environ-

ments where parts have just one or two

bends. Also known as press benders, they

have stood the test of time mainly because

of their speed and bend consistency.

Depending on the application, a press 

bender can produce 900 bends per hour.

Bend quality is influenced mainly by

the die setup. On a press bender, a ram

die (punch) pushes through a bend, while

two wing dies provide resistance, or

cushion (see Figure 2). In addition to pro-

viding resistance, the wing dies keep the

tube inside the punch die as it progresses

through the bend.

A chief consideration in tooling setup

is the wall factor, also known as the D/t

ratio (the tube’s OD divided by the wall

thickness). When the wall factor is low

(less than 30), the skill level needed to set

up the tooling is not critical. 

However, as the wall factor heads

toward 50, the strength of the tubing (or

lack of it) can affect bend quality. As the

wall factor increases, the wing die 

Figure 2

The alignment of the wing dies to the punch 

die is most important when bending soft or 

malleable materials, such as this 0.016-inch-wall

copper tubing.
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pressure (cushion pressure), die alignment,

and pinch pressure become increasingly

critical for successful bending.

WING DIE PRESSURE

Wing die pressure, or cushion pressure, is

directly related to how much resistance the

wing dies apply to the tube as the ram die

is pushing against them. If the pressure is

too low for the application, wrinkles can

appear. On the other hand, too much 

pressure combined with a high wall factor

can result in several unwanted events (see

Figure 3). First, during the bend cycle, the

punch die might contact the wing dies.

This can cause wrinkles. Second, the 

tooling might crush the tube beyond

acceptable limits. This is more likely to

happen when fabricating high-wall-factor

tubing than low-wall-factor tubing. 
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Figure 1

The use of vertical compression benders became widespread in the 1950s. A 

primary application was forming automotive exhaust pipes in high

volumes. Photo courtesy of Pines Technology.
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Sometimes the application requires

additional wing pressure. If the punch is

already making contact with the wing

dies, increasing the pressure will do noth-

ing. In this case, modifying the wing dies

is in order. Shaving 0.010 in. from the

top of the wing dies may allow you to

increase the cushion pressure. However,

be careful not to shave too much off the

top of the wing dies; this can lead to

insufficient tube support, which can

allow the tube material to flow between

the punch die and wing dies.

Another point of concern when bending

high-wall-factor tube is maintaining equal

pressure in the wing dies. Uneven pressures

can lead to asymmetrical bends.

SIDE-TO-SIDE DIE

ALIGNMENT

In general, wing dies that slide relative 

to the wing die holders are guided by

bronze wear strips (see Figure 4). For

applications with low wall factors, the

alignment of the wing dies to each other

and relative to the punch is important, yet

not as critical as when the wall factor

approaches 50.

As the wall factor approaches 50, it is

necessary to hold the wing dies’ lateral

position relative to the groove in the

punch die. This is because thin-wall tubes

provide little side-to-side resistance to 

the bend tooling; if the dies aren’t held 

in position, bend quality consistency

decreases markedly. When bending 

a thicker-wall tube under the same condi-

tions, tool alignment is not as critical.

PINCH IN THE DIES

You can have the right cushion pressure

dialed in and perfect die alignment all

around yet never achieve the needed bend

quality because the tube grooves in the

dies are cut incorrectly for the application.

Grooves machined into the punch and

wing dies are critical for successful high-

wall-factor tube bending. The grooves’

depth determines the amount of pressure,

or squeeze, that the tooling exerts on the

workpiece. Too little squeeze allows

wrinkles to develop because the tooling

doesn’t adequately constrain the tube

material. Too much squeeze can lead to

gouge marks on the sides of the tube near

the neutral axis.

The amount of squeeze is application-

specific. In one application, 1 percent

squeeze may work fine; another might

require 8 percent. 
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Figure 3

Too much cushion pressure can result in poor

bend results even on thin-wall square tubing.

Figure 4

On some press benders, bronze

wear strips guide the wing dies. For

thin-wall bending applications, the

bronze strips are necessary to 

prevent side-to-side movement of

the wing dies.
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